Unlocking the value
of transcription data

Hidden Value

International content preparation has never been
more important. The growth of VOD and OTT delivery
has transformed the broadcast landscape, creating
a marketplace centred around global moments.
Whilst some areas of the industry have been quick to adapt to the new
content delivery and revenue models, localisation workflows remain
structured around traditional broadcasting, where the post-production
script is an afterthought and the lack of standardisation results in a
fragmented process, fraught with duplicated effort and inefficiency.

It’s an area ripe for overhaul.

“Adopting XML as a format for
Post-Production Scripts also provides
the opportunity to leverage this data
to improve efficiencies in other areas
of the content supply chain.”
Dom Bourne - Founder, Take 1
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“With metadata in an XML file, we can convert the
Post-Production Script from a single purpose document
into the blueprint for the entire localisation process.”
Claire Brown - Commercial Manager, Take 1
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